Is there a Wetland on or within 100 feet of the property? (15-85.B)

NO

YES

Wetland delineation or offsite wetland boundary estimate is required (15-85)

1. Are there direct impacts to a wetland buffer proposed? (15-94)

NO

YES

Document replacement of functions, provide mitigation, management, and erosion control

No alternative analysis required; No mitigation is required; Submit supporting documentation in Tab 4

2. Are direct impacts to a wetland proposed? (15-86)

NO

YES

Are they temporary? (15-86.D)

Do ALL of the following apply to ALL impacted Wetlands?
- Wetlands are less than 0.1 Acre in total area
- Wetlands are not USACE jurisdictional
- Wetlands impacted do not extend offsite
- Impacts total less than 0.1 acres
- If Wetlands are not a wetland mitigation area
- Wetlands are a regulatory
- Remaining wetlands will not be indirectly impacted
- The impact is in line with the Basic Development Purpose (15-86.C.1)

3. Does the proposed development or hydraulic alteration have potential to cause indirect impact to a wetland? (15-87)

NO

YES

Complete wetland hydrology assessment (15-87)

Will indirect impacts to a wetland occur? (15-87)

NO

YES

Provide supporting documentation

Complete Alternative Analysis (15-86.B)

Approved

Mitigation Required (15-88)

Not Approved

Document Avoidance of Impact OR Revise Alternative Analysis

Provide supporting documentation/ Complete step 3.